EXPERIENCE STERILIZED
CABIN AIR AND SURFACE
IN EVERY DRIVE

Introductory price

`6,999*

Introducing Autoplus, powered by Medklinn’s revolutionary
Cerafusion Technology. Once installed in any car, it sterilizes and
disinfects the air and various surfaces of car cabin periodically
without using any air filters or chemicals, making it healthier and
safer in present times.
*T&C apply

Breathe safe
cabin air every
time you step
out in your car

Autoplus uses Cerafusion technology, which creates
and delivers continuous flow of Active Oxygen inside
the car, eliminating viruses, bacteria, mould, odours,
allergies and pollutants found in the air and surfaces of
the seats, carpets and dashboards, without the use of
any air filters or any chemicals, making the car cabin
safer to breathe. In the process, it also sterilizes and
disinfects the cabin.

Medklinn’s
Cerafusion
Technology

Medklinn’s Cerafusion Technology creates
Active Oxygen just like nature.

The 5 ways
Active Oxygen sterilizes
your Air+Surface
Active Oxygen eliminates bacteria and
viruses by:
• Breaking down bacterial cell walls.
• Damaging viral DNA & RNA

Active Oxygen oxidizes Volalite
Organic Compounds (VOCs)
like formaldehyde, a cancer
causing chemical.

Active Oxygen denatures allergens
such as dust mite allergens
Active Oxygen eliminates
odours such as:

Cigarettes

Pets

Food

Moulds

Active Oxygen eliminates airborne
particles such as :

Dust

Spores

Moulds

Together, they form Active Oxygen, nature’s most powerful sterilizing force,
killing up to 99% of bacteria, viruses, allergens, moulds and other pollutants
from both air and surfaces in any indoor spaces.

Benefits

Proven solution for
sinus allergies

Effective
deodorizer

Reduce
fatigue

Create a healthier
driving space

USB Connection
(with Autoplus Docking )

Lighter socket

2 ways
to use
Extra slot to
charge your
phone

Product Attributes
Sterilize
air+surfaces

Power dial to suit
different car sizes

Low energy
consumption

Quiet
operation

Easy replaceable
cartridge

Minimum maintenance
required

Cartridge Life

Autoplus comes with an inbuilt cartridge which has
a life of minimum 1 year.
After an year, the cartridge may emit a pungent
smell. It solely depends on the driving condition
and must be replaced accordingly.

Cartridge replacement process
Step - 1

Step - 3

Switch off and unplug
the device before starting
the replacement process

Now you will see the old
cartridge inside the unit
which has to be removed

Step - 5

Step - 2

Push the top section
of the unit inwards to
take off front section
of the unit out

Step - 4

Remove the old cartridge
and insert the new
cartridge inside

Secure the front section
again and the Autoplus
unit is ready for reuse

* Images are for representation purpose only and actual product may differ.
* In view of our policy of continuously improving our products, we reserve the right to alter specifications,
features & designs without prior notice and without liability.
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